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Active Directory is the feature that aspiring Microsoft 2000 Certified Systems Engineers most want to learn about. Active Directory has a lot of depth and the MSCE 70-219 is no
picnic—especially if you’re not from an IT systems engineering background. While previous Windows 2000 exams tested your knowledge of installing and administrating Active Directory, #70-219
tests how well you can apply your knowledge to creating an Active Directory tailored optimized for a specific company’s needs, style, and organizational structure. Prepared by Microsoftcertified experts and packed with proven tips and practice exams, this book/software package actually makes studying for #70-219 fun. MSCE Designing a Windows 2000 Directory Services
Infrastructure For Dummies calms your test-taking and anxiety and builds your confidence by offering you a chance to: Review the material, objective by objective Assess what you know—and
what you don't Spot and avoid test traps Discover tricks for answering questions quickly Hone your skills on top test-prep software Create custom practice exams Master the material and ace
the exam! To make it easier for you to bone up on the topics that are most important to you, the subject matter is arranged according to individual test objectives. After a brief review of
Active Directory essentials, it jumps right into coverage of: Analyzing business and technical requirements—with tips on how to gather information from both standard and often-overlooked
sources Designing a Directory Service architecture—covers forest and OU design, delegating authority, GPOs, namespace design, site topology, and more Designing service locations—includes
authentication and directory lookup, deployment of DNS, and other critical topics But that’s only half of the test-acing one-two punch this package delivers. You also get a bonus CD-ROM
featuring: Dummies Test Engine, our exclusive, full customizable test-prep software featuring hundreds of sample questions QuickLearn, a exclusive sci-fi adventure game that builds testtaking skills MCSE screensaver and bonus demos from Specialized Solutions and Self Test Software Don’t miss this solid-gold opportunity to master the material, ace the test, and have a ball
doing it!
Furnishing helpful test-taking practice for MCP Exam 70-219, a handy test preparation handbook measures readers' abilities to assess business requirements and design a directory service
architecture for the Windows 2000 operating system, providing hundreds of sample questions, extensive explanations, and guidelines for further study on CD-ROM. Original.
(Intermediate/Advanced)
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-221, Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure: Comprehensive and in-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical
information on designing a Windows 2000 network infrastructure Hundreds of challenging review questions on the CD and in the book Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing
engine and electronic flashcards Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Analyzing business requirements Analyzing technical requirements Designing for Internet
connectivity Designing a wide area network infrastructure Designing a management and implementation strategy Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
Designing Highly Available Web Solutions with Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Technologies : Exam 70-226
MCSE Guide to Designing Microsoft Windows 2000 Directory Services
Designing a Windows 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure. MCSE Training. Con CD-ROM
Designing Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Security. MCSE Training. Con CD-ROM
Exam 70-219
Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure
This Test Yourself book provides compete practice and quick review coverage of Exam 70-220 objectives to maximize chances for exam success. It drills and prepares candidates and helps them increase their chances for success through
realistic question types, clear and in-depth answers, and an A-to-Z quick review of official exam topics. Illustrations.
MCSE Designing Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Security Readiness Review; Exam 70-220
Substantial use of exercises throughout this book provide a hands-on learning approach. The revised and enhanced CD-ROM features: new direct links to all components, 12 three- to four-minute video clips of classroom instructors
explaining difficult topics, self-paced SkillBuilder software, e-version of the book, and 60 Minutes of audio covering key exam topics essential to passing. 30 illustrations.
MCSE Guide to Designing Microsoft Windows 2000 Security
Readiness Review : Exam 70-219
MCSE Training Guide (70-221)
Designing a Microsoft windows 2000 directory services infrastructure : training kit
Training Kit : Exam 70-220
MCSE
This complete learning package gives students a single source for authoritative preparation for Microsoft's challenging MCSE exam on Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure Design (70-221). The authors present a systematic review of
every key topic covered on the exam, including: mapping network infrastructure design to business and technical requirements; network infrastructure elements and topology; routing; IP addressing; name resolution and DNS; virtual
private networks; remote access; WANs; designing networks for easier implementation and management; and more. The authoring team is made up of industry-leading Windows 2000 consultants and trainers, and all content in this
book has been reviewed for both technical accuracy and clarity by a team of industry experts. The authors reinforce their comprehensive coverage with an extensive collection of exam tips, study strategies, and case studies; review
exercises in every chapter; as well as a complete practice exam. The accompanying CD-ROM contains 150 additional test questions delivered via the proven ExamGear testing software; as well as a complete electronic copy of the book,
enabling you to study anywhere you can bring a notebook computer. The entire package is supported by Que's superior certification Web site.
Here2s the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-226, Designing Highly Available Web Solutions with Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Technologies. This Study Guide provides: Comprehensive and in-depth coverage of every exam
objective Practical information on developing web solutions with Windows 2000 Hundreds of challenging review questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam-preparation software, including a testing engine and electronic
flashcards Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Designing cluster and server architectures for web solutions Designing a highly available network infrastructure Planning capacity requirements Designing security
strategies for web solutions Designing application and service infrastructures for web solutions Featured on the CD The enclosed CD is packed with vital preparation tools, beginning with the Sybex EdgeTest testing engine for the
Windows 2000 Web Solutions Design exam. Loaded with hundreds of practice questions, it lets you test yourself chapter by chapter or according to objective areas. You2ll also find electronic flashcards for your PC and Palm handhelds,
and two bonus exams to further help you prepare for the test. Also included is a searchable electronic version of the entire book. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Microsoft system engineers can learn all they need to know to pass the Windows 2000 Designing a Directory Service Exam 70-219 with this in-depth, element rich, Microsoft-approved book. More exercises include more detailed steps
and explanations. Includes a 16-page color visual instructor section with annotated screen shots, infographic illustrations, and photographs to illustrate the most important, complex topics.
Designing Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Security
Exam 70 - 219
MCSE: Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure Design Study Guide
Test Yourself MCSE Designing a Windows 2000 Network (Exam 70-221)
MCSE Designing Security for Windows 2000
MCSE Windows 2000 Directory Services Design

Through hands-on learning and step-by-step instructions, this comprehensive guide book prepares users to pass Microsoft's MCSE exam on Windows 2000 Security. Also includes valuable certification test prep software.
To help candidates maximize their chances for success on Exam 70-219, this guide provides realistic questions, clear answers and a quick review of official exam topics. The inside cover provides exam information, including number of questions, time
allowed, passing score and question types.
Prepares individuals for the MCSE certification exam #70-219 Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure.
MCSE Designing Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Security Readiness Review; Exam 70-220
MCSE Training Kit
Exam 70-220
Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure : Exam 70-219
MCSE Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure Readiness Review
MCSE Zhuan Ye Ren Zheng Shou Ce

Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-219, Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure: In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on designing a Directory Services infrastructure Hundreds of challenging review
questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing engine and electronic flashcards Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Analyzing business requirements Analyzing technical requirements Designing a
Directory Service architecture Designing service locations Analyzing desktop management business requirements Designing and planning the OU structure Planning for coexistence of Active Directory and other directory services Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.
MCSE candidates preparing for the Designing a Microsoft( Windows( 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure exam (#70-219) can turn to this guide for content maps to the official objectives. Two technical edits ensure accuracy and relevance of the information. The CDs are
packed with invaluable exam prep software.
Approach the new MCSE 2000 exam with added confidence by reviewing with MCSE Exam Notes: Windows 2000 Directory Services Design. Not a cram guide or cheat sheet, this innovative review guide provides objective-by-objective coverage of all the material you need to
know for the exam, singling out critical information, outlining necessary procedures, identifying exam essentials, and providing sample questions. It's the perfect companion piece to the MCSE: Windows 2000 Directory Services Design Study Guide.
MCSE Designing a Windows 2000 Network Instructor's Pack (exam 70-221)
Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure Design
MCSE Windows 2000 Directory Services Design Study Guide
Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure : Exam 70-221
Study Guide. Instructor's Guide
MCSE Designing a Windows 2000 Network

This guide includes exam preparation pointers which highlight actual exam topics, and practice test questions in each chapter which test the reader's understanding of exam objectives. A fully searchable electronic book on CD expedites study and research.
This Test Yourself book provides complete practice and quick-review coverage of exam objectives to maximize chances for exam success. With realistic question types, clear and in-depth answers and an A-Z quick review of all official exam topics, users can better prepare for the exam.
Illustrations.
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) Exam 70-220 measures the ability to analyze the business requirements for security and design a security solution for a network based on the Windows 2000 operating system. The Readiness Review electronic assessment tool delivers randomly
generated practice tests covering actual MCP exam objectives. Readers can test and retest with different question sets each time.
Windows 2000 Directory Services Design
MCSE Windows 2000 Directory Services Design Exam Notes
MCSE Windows 2000 Designing Exam Guide
MCSE DESIGNING MICROSOFT WINDOWS 2000 NETWORK SECURITY TRAINING KIT(70
designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 network infrastructure : training kit
Make the right design decisions for your Web site infrastructure - and prepare for the Microsoft® Certified Professional (MCP) exam - with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your
own pace through a system of case-study scenarios and tutorials to gain practical experience planning and designing Web solutions using Microsoft Windows® 2000 Server technologies. As you
build these real-world design skills, you’re also preparing for MCP Exam 70-226 - a core credit on the Windows 2000 MCSE track.
This official "MCSE Training Kit" teaches It professionals how to design a network infrastructure in Windows 2000 -- as they prepare for MCP Exam 70-221, a core elective on the new Windows
2000 MCSE track. The kit balances conceptual information with practical application: students learn through an integrated system of skill-building tutorials, case study examples, and selfassessment tools. Topics map directly to the objectives measured by the MCSE exam, including analyzing business requirements; evaluating technical requirements; designing a network
infrastructure in Windows 2000; planning for Internet connectivity; designing a wide area network infrastructure; and creating a strategy for implementing, monitoring, and managing network
services. Business scenario examples help students apply the concepts they learn to real-world work situations. An economical alternative to classroom instruction, this "MCSE Training Kit"
enables students to set their own pace and learn by doing!
Official training kit teaches IT professionals how to design network security solutions in Windows 2000 as they prepare for MCP Exam 70-220, a core elective on the new Windows 2000 MCSE
track. Balances conceptual information with practical application: students learn through an integrated system of skill-building tutorials, case study examples and self assessment tools.
70-219
Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure
MCSE Designing a Windows 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure For Dummies
Study Guide (exam 70-220)
Test Yourself MCSE Designing Security for Windows 2000 (Exam 70-220)
MCSE Designing Windows 2000 Directory Services Study Guide (exam 70-219)
This official MCSE Training Kit teaches IT professionals how to design a directory service architecture, while preparing for MCP Exam 70-219. It balances conceptual information with practical applications; students learn through an integrated system of skill-building tutorials,
case-study examples, and self-assessment tools. Topics map directly to objectives measured by the MCSE exam. Business scenarios help students apply concepts they learn to real-world situations.
Approach the new MCSE 2000 exam with added confidence by reviewing with MCSE Exam Notes: Windows 2000 Network Security Design. Not a cram guide or cheat sheet, this innovative review guide provides objective-by-objective coverage of all the material you need to
know for the exam, singling out critical information, outlining necessary procedures, identifying exam essentials, and providing sample questions. It's the perfect companion piece to the MCSE: Windows 2000 Network Security Design Study Guide.
A complete guide to Microsoft Certified Professional Exam 70-221 explains how to assess business requirements a design a network infrastructure for the Windows 2000 operating system, with practice tests featuring hundreds of sample questions and answers that cover MCP
exam objectives. Original. (Intermediate/Advanced)
MCSE Guide to Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure
MCSE Windows 2000 Network Security Design Exam Notes
MCSE Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure
Exam 70-221
MCSE Designing Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Security
MCSE Designing a Windows 2000 Network Infra- Structure Study Guide (Exam 70-221) with CDROM
Pass Microsoft's Active Directory MCP Exam 70-219 -- one of the core MCSE electives -- with flying colors! Covers the entire Active Directory design process -- from identifying business requirements through architecture,
naming strategies, OU structure, service locations, and more. Maximizing performance, reliability, functionality, and manageability. Includes bonus CD-ROM with SmartForce online training module covering Active Directory
-- plus access to additional SmartForce online modules at www.smartforce.com! Pass Microsoft's new Active Directory Exam (70-219) the first time -- and have your core MCSE elective exam under your belt. Learn all you need
to deploy Active Directory with maximum performance, reliability, manageability, and value to the enterprise! Start by analyzing your business goals and existing technical infrastructure, including your company's
geographical scope, processes, priorities, anticipated growth, risk tolerance, IT structure, user community, available band, and other key factors. Examine the impact of Active Directory on existing systems and
applications, on upgrades and rollouts, technical support staff, and on your processes for network, systems, and desktop management. Next, design an optimal directory service architecture, including scope, namespace, and
DNS strategies; forest, domain, and OU structures, Active Directory sites, and implementation plans. Finally, discover the best ways to design service locations, global catalog servers, and operations masters to achieve
maximum performance, fault tolerance, functionality, and manageability. Curt Simmons, MCSE, MCT, is an author and trainer specializing in Microsoft technologies. Based in Dallas, TX, his books include Configuring Windows
2000 Server, Creating Active Directory Infrastructures, and Windows 2000 Hardware and Disk Management (Prentice Hall PTR).
Active Directory changes the way that professionals using Windows 2000 organize and access information. Designing the directory services infrastructure is one of the key skills all certification candidates must master.
This book/CD-ROM set helps readers prep for the actual exam experience with emphasis given on hands-on knowledge and practice exams.
This title has been approved by Microsoft as official certification preparation material that prepares individuals for the Administering Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 Exam 70-028. Hands-on exercises reinforce skills needed for
certification and success.
Designing a Windows 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure
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MCSE Designing Windows 2000 Directory Service (Exam 70-219)
Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000. Network infrastructure. MCSE training. Con CD-ROM
Training Guide
Windows 2000 Web Solutions Design Study Guide
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